Binding of chemical warfare agent simulants as guests in a coordination cage: contributions to binding and a fluorescence-based response†
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Cubic coordination cages act as competent hosts for several alkyl phosphonates used as chemical warfare agent simulants; a range of cage/guest structures have been determined, contributions to guest binding analysed, and a fluorescent response to guest binding demonstrated.

Organophosphorus chemical warfare agents (CWAs; see Scheme 1 for examples) were developed during and immediately after the second world war. Their mode of action is well understood: they are derived from organophosphates but substituted with excellent leaving groups which make them highly reactive phosphorylating agents, and in humans and animals they act as potent acetylcholinesterase inhibitors.1 The relatively recent use of this type of CWA in a terrorist attack in Japan in 1994,2 and their very recent use in Syria,3 graphically illustrates that they still constitute a significant threat. As such, strategies for detection, analysis and destruction of CWAs remain of high importance. As the chemistry of these relatively simple and reactive molecules is well understood there exist very many methods for their deactivation and destruction which have been comprehensively reviewed.4

Recently interest has turned to the supramolecular interactions of CWA molecules which have been, in contrast, relatively little explored.5 Molecular recognition of a CWA by a suitable host bearing a reporter group may be the basis of optical sensing.6 In addition the recently-developed ability of self-assembled hollow capsules and cages to effect catalytic transformations of bound guests offers interesting possibilities for selective recognition of a target molecule, binding in a cavity, and subsequent catalytic destruction.7 Whilst chemical destruction of CWAs by chemical methods such as treatment with powerful oxidants is undoubtedly effective, the selectivity and mild conditions that supramolecular catalysis can provide has obvious advantages.5

This, in turn, requires greater understanding of the supramolecular behaviour of CWA molecules. As CWAs themselves cannot be used outside of specialist facilities most work is done on ‘simulants’, which are generally alkyl phosphonates of a similar size/shape to CWAs but lacking the highly reactive leaving group (Scheme 1). Examples of the measurement and exploitation of supramolecular complexes with CWAs or simulants are relatively rare. Gale and co-workers have examined how phosphonate-based CWA simulants interact with hydrogen-bonded gels, which provides possibilities for both optical sensing and remediation.8 The same group has also shown how the hydrogen-bonding based recognition of some CWA simulants by 1,3-diindolylurea receptors leads to increased rates of hydrolytic destruction of the substrates.9 The catalytic destruction of CWA simulants in the cavities of metal–organic frameworks which contain strongly Lewis-acidic metal sites has been reported by Farha, Hupp and co-workers.10 Other examples of supramolecular complexes in which CWA simulants act as guests have been reported based on the use of cyclodextrin or cavitand-based hosts.5

Here we report the use of coordination cages as hosts for binding of a range of alkyl-phosphonate CWA simulants as guests and providing a luminescent response for detection purposes. The well-developed host-guest chemistry associated with the relatively rigid, hydrophobic cavities in such pseudo-spherical metal/ligand assemblies11 means that such cages are particularly appealing targets as hosts for CWAs and their simulants, offering size/shape selective guest uptake and the possibility of enhanced reactivity of the guest in the unusual environment. To date however there is a just single example, from Nitschke’s group, of a chlorophosphate insecticide acting as a guest in the cavity of a coordination cage and undergoing accelerated hydrolysis as a result.12
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Scheme 1 Examples of organophosphorus CWAs and simulants.
The host cages that we describe here are the two $M_8L_{12}$ cubic cages, with an $M$ ion at each vertex ($M =$ Co, Cd) and a bis(pyrazolyl-pyridine) ligand along each edge, shown in Fig. 1: the guest binding properties have been studied by us in some detail in previous work. The central cavity, with a volume of ca. 400 Å$^3$, can accommodate a wide range of small molecule guests which have access through the pores in the centre of each face. In the unsubstituted cage Co-H$^+$ which is soluble in polar organic solvents such as MeCN, the dominant contribution to guest binding arises from hydrogen-bonding between an electron-rich site on the guest and a hydrogen-bond donor site on the interior surface of the cage. This affords binding constants in the range $10^3$–$10^4$ M$^{-1}$ in the best cases. In water, in contrast – using the derivatised cage Co-H$^+$ (with 24 externally-directed HO groups to make it water-soluble, but otherwise isostructural to Co-H$^+$) the hydrophobic effect dominates guest binding, with binding constants of up to $10^8$ M$^{-1}$ being observed.

The phosphonate-based guests that we used (Scheme 1) vary only in the size of the allyl substituents. Their molecular volumes (calculated using Spartan-06) are: DMMP, 119 Å$^3$; DEMP, 157 Å$^3$; DEEP, 175 Å$^3$; and DIMP, 193 Å$^3$. Based on the Rebek 55% rule, we expect the optimal size for guest binding to be around 220 Å$^3$ so there should be no significant steric problem associated with binding any of these. Binding constants were measured by conventional $^1$H NMR titrations in both MeCN and water using the parent or functionalised cages respectively. As we have shown in other papers, the paramagnetism of the Co(n) ions disperses the $^1$H NMR signals over a range of around 200 ppm, making it very easy to see changes in individual signals associated with guest binding. The smallest guest DMMP was in fast exchange between free/bound states in both MeCN and water, showing a steady shift in the signals for the cage as guest binding reached saturation, giving a binding curve which could be fit to a 1 : 1 or 2 : 1 host : guest isotherm. The larger two guests DEMP and DIMP were in slow exchange between free/bound states, giving separate signals for empty and bound cage which could be integrated to determine the $K$ values. DEMP showed fast exchange in MeCN but slow exchange in water. Binding constants are in Table 1: each is the average of three independent measurements with quoted errors being two standard deviations.

In MeCN the binding constants are all quite small (ca. 15 M$^{-1}$), with differences between them being marginal. In water a more obvious progression occurs with $K$ increasing from 7(2) M$^{-1}$ for DMMP to 390(80) M$^{-1}$ for DIMP, corresponding to an increase in the magnitude of $\Delta G$ from $-4.8(6)$ to $-15.0(5)$ kJ mol$^{-1}$ per guest. Starting from DMMP, in order of increasing size the guests contain $D$, then three, and then four additional methylene groups which should contribute in an approximately stepwise manner to the strength of hydrophobic binding. We demonstrated recently with a series of aliphatic cyclic ketones of increasing size from cyclopentanone to cyclotridecanone that each additional CH$_2$ group added 4.7 kJ mol$^{-1}$ to guest binding in water arising from the hydrophobic effect, until the point at which the guests became too large. With these new examples we see similar behaviour but with the average increase in $\Delta G$ per CH$_2$ group being ca. 2.5 kJ mol$^{-1}$. This smaller hydrophobic contribution to binding of the allyl phosphonates compared to the cyclic ketones could occur due to the greater flexibility of the allyl chains in the former case compared to the latter, resulting in a greater entropic penalty for binding of the allyl phosphonates due to less preorganisation compared to the more rigid cyclic ketones. It would also occur if the allyl phosphonates are not fully desolvated on binding; there is structural evidence for this below. We note that for the Co-H$^+$/DMMP system only, the NMR titration curve fitted best to a 2 : 1 guest : host stoichiometry with the two guest binding with equal affinity ($K_1 = K_2 = 7$ M$^{-1}$, giving a global binding constant $K_1K_2$ of ca. 50 M$^{-2}$ for the pair of guests). The volume of two DIMP guests (238 Å$^3$) is close to the optimal volume based on the Rebek 55% rule.

To understand more about the specific interactions responsible for guest binding we determined the crystal structures of a series of the cage/guest complexes. These could be prepared either by growing crystals using conventional solvent-diffusion methods in a mixture containing both cage and guest; or by pre-growing crystals of the cage and then treating them with a concentrated solution of the guest, which resulted in guest molecules being taken up into the cage cavities without loss of crystallinity. The structure of Co-H$^+$, 2DMMP is in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2(a) is shown a view of the complete cage in which only the guests are shown in space-filling mode. The cage itself has the usual structure which requires no further comment. In nice agreement with the solution binding data, we see two molecules of DMMP in the cavity. The whole assembly is centrosymmetric with the two guest molecules (and two halves of the host cage) equivalent. Each DMMP guest is oriented such that the O atom from the P=O bond is directed into one of the two pockets in opposite corners of the cage, at either end of a long diagonal, where there is a hydrogen-bond donor site arising from a convergent set of C–H protons associated with a fac tris-chelate Co(n) centre. As we showed recently these two pockets are the regions of the highest positive electrostatic potential on the cage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Binding constants (M$^{-1}$) at 298 K for the cage/guest complexes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DMMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-H$^+$/CD$_3$CN$^a$</td>
<td>4(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-H$^+$/D$_2$O$^a$</td>
<td>7(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd-H$^+$/H$_2$O</td>
<td>7(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Measured by NMR spectroscopic titrations (see ESI). $^b$ Measured by luminescence titrations (see ESI). $^c$ There are two DMMP guests and this is the $K$ value for each – see ESI.
Fig. 2 Two views of the structure of Co–H°–2DMMP: (a) the cubic cage showing both guests (shown space-filling); (b) the two guests showing how the P–O groups interact with the H–bond donor pockets at the fac tris-chelate vertices (P, green; O, red; N, blue; C, grey).

Fig. 3 Two views of the structure of Co–H°–DEEP-0.5H2O: (a) the host cage showing both guests (space-filling); (b) the two guests showing how the P–O group and the H2O molecule interact with the H–bond donor pockets at the fac tris-chelate vertices (P, green; O, red; N, blue; C, grey).

The structures of Co–H°–DEEP-0.5H2O and Co–H°–DIMP are in Fig. 3 and 4. In Co–H°–DEEP-0.5H2O the larger volume of the guest molecule compared to DMMP only lies in the cavity. It is oriented in the same way as in the previous structure with DMMP, with the P–O group directed towards one of the fac tris-chelate vertices such that it participates in multiple CH···O hydrogen-bonds with the convergent array of CH protons at this site (O···H distances of under 3 Å are shown with dotted lines in Fig. 3(b)). The second binding pocket is occupied by a water molecule (50% occupancy), whose O atom occupies a similar position to the P–O oxygen atom in the other pocket: the O···Co separations are 5.55 Å (to water) and 5.45 Å (to the DEEP guest). The two guests are mutually disordered over both binding sites such that the asymmetric unit contains one DEEP and one water molecule. The ethyl groups of the DEEP guest also show disorder, only one component of which is shown in Fig. 3, but again the P–O group is ordered and well behaved. In Co–H° DIMP there is only one DIMP guest in the cavity, again oriented in the same way with the P–O group interacting with the hydrogen-bond donor pocket and an O···Co separation of 5.48 Å, and again disordered over the two possible binding pockets at diagonally opposite corners.

From these structures, and the binding constant data, we have a good picture of how these phosphonate guests bind. The hydrogen-bonding interaction between the P–O oxygen atom and the polar pocket on the cage interior surface provides orientational control and also, in MeCN, contributes to the driving force for guest inclusion. In water the solvent will provide a better medium for hydrogen-bonding than the cage interior surface, so the binding is predominantly driven by the hydrophobic effect as it scales with the number of methylene groups in the guest. But once the desolvated guest is bound, the H-bonding to the cage surface provides the orientational control that we see in these and other crystal structures of cage/guest complexes. We do not reach the point with these relatively small phosphonates where the guests become too large to bind.

The presence of naphthyl fluorophores in the cage provides a possible mechanism for an easily-visible optical response to guest binding. As water provides stronger binding than MeCN, and is of course a far more appropriate solvent for any potential real-world application involving sensing of CWA binding, we were interested to see if the binding that we have seen translates into luminescence-based sensing in water. For this application the cage Co–H° is not ideal as the luminescence for the naphthyl groups is substantially quenched by the Co(u) ions. However, we can replace Co(u) by Cd(u) which is non-quenching due to its d10 configuration, to make an
isotroctural water-soluble cage which will bind the CWA simulants with the possibility of a luminescent response.

The Cd(n)-based cage [Cd(\(8\))\(12\)]\(16\) \((\text{see ESI})\); to improve its water solubility the anion was exchanged to nitrate to give [Cd(\(8\))]\(12\)\(16\) \((\text{Cd-H})\). The luminescence spectrum in water shows a broad band at 400 nm, substantially red-shifted from the usual naphthalene luminescence profile due to the participation of the naphthyl groups in extended \(\pi\)-stacked arrays around the cage periphery, as we have described before.\(^\text{17}\) Titration with the phosphonate guest series was accompanied by a steady reduction in luminescence as the phosphonate group interacts with the H-bond donor pockets at the surface of the cage and hydrophobic contributions to binding. In conclusion we have shown that the small alkyl phosphonates commonly used as CWA simulants can bind in the cavity of the cubic coordination cages Co-H\(^{\text{+}}\), Co-H\(^{\text{w}}\) and Cd-H\(^{\text{+}}\) and we have identified both polar (hydrogen-bonding to the interior surface of the cage) and hydrophobic contributions to binding. This binding results in partial quenching of the fluorescence of Cd-H\(^{\text{+}}\), providing a possible basis for luminescence sensing of CWAs using supramolecular methods.
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